Dear Wildfire Resilience Practitioner,
Fire Adapted Colorado, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, recently launched a peer network
designed to support people developing wildfire adaptation efforts in Colorado. Working on
wildfire issues is not easy, and we believe that connecting with other practitioners can help. A
peer network can help you:
 Share programs and approaches,
 Develop supportive peer relationships,
 Spark new ideas and creative solutions, and
 Connect with decision makers.
Joining the FACO network is free and easy. Members have access to several benefits including
an online peer learning workspace and in-person workshops. In return, members are expected
to share their expertise and time with the network. Please complete the attached application to
join today!
Just interested in information? If you’re not looking for a network, but are interested in getting
updates and news, check out these FACO resources:
 Subscribe to our blog www.FireAdaptedCO.org
 Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/FireAdaptedCO/
 Share your email to sign up for our quarterly newsletter
FACO will be highlighting fire issues and mitigation successes throughout the state via these
channels. To share your story, email me at FireAdaptedCO@gmail.com.
Wildfire resilience is a critical issue impacting communities across the state. FACO is poised to
positively impact those communities, and I hope you’ll join us by becoming part of the peer
network, or by sharing your stories. If you have any questions about FACO or the network,
please contact me.
Kind regards,

Nicole Reese
FACO Network Coordinator
970-305-3152
FireAdaptedCO@gmail.com
https://FireAdaptedCO.org/

Our mission is to create a collective voice and representative organization for Colorado that
provides educational and networking opportunities for communities, groups and individual
stakeholders focused on reducing the negative impacts of wildfires in the state.

FACO Network Member Expectations and Benefits
Please review the member expectations and benefits outlined below before applying to join the FACO
network. Peer networks rely on the commitment and participation of members to support each other.
In order to create a valuable learning community, we ask that you consider your interest and availability
before applying.
Benefits of joining include opportunities to network with peers, share fire adaptation best practices, find
support from the network to find creative solutions, connect with decision makers, and receive priority
in registration for learning opportunities such as the FACO learning exchanges and workshops.
We have outlined required and optional member activities below. The time needed for each of these
activities are shared as a range, with the minimum time required estimated to be 17 hours per year.
There will be many opportunities for members to engage regularly throughout the year, and members
are encouraged to spend more than the minimum requirement to make the most of these opportunities
in the FACO network.
Required Member Activities

Description

Engage in ongoing
communication with the
network through Podio, email,
and calls with staff and other
members.
Contribute stories about your
local fire adaptation work for
use on the FACO website, blog
or Facebook page.
Submit an entry describing your
work for the practitioner
Directory.
Complete the network’s
evaluation and feedback
process.
Optional Member Activities
Attend FACO member
workshops.

Connect with other network members and staff at least
once per month. Members are encouraged to regularly
engage with the network throughout the year.

Webinars and other virtual
learning opportunities.
Attend in-person learning
exchanges and other events.

Total
Hours Per
Year
12-40
hours per
year

Submit stories quarterly to FACO staff for dispersal
through network. Story length may vary from 1
paragraph to in-depth narratives that share updates
and successes in your work.
Submission to the yearly FACO Directory will promote
local resources and members’ fire-centric
organizations.
We’ll be asking you for input periodically to ensure
that the peer network develops to support member
needs.

2-12 hours
per year

FACO’s semi-annual member workshops are optional,
and members are encouraged to attend. Travel
stipends may be available.
FACO periodically hosts virtual learning opportunities.
Members will also have the opportunity to share more
about their work on occasion.
FACO will host learning exchanges focused on specific
fire adaptation concepts and skills. Members are given
priority in registration and travel stipends may be
available. Members may be asked to share their skills
or host a learning exchange.

8-20 hours
per year

2 hours
per year
1-2 hours
per year

2-6 hours
per year
8-20 hours
per year

Membership Application
Fire Adapted Colorado recently launched a peer network for wildfire resilience practitioners. This
inclusive group is free to join, and provides opportunities to engage with others in the network through
an online workspace. Members are expected to participate in FACO activities; and in return members
benefit from shared knowledge and resources, collaborative problem solving and idea generation, as
well as inclusion in a statewide directory that promotes their fire-centric organizations. You can learn
more at www.FireAdaptedCO.org.
To join the FACO network please complete this membership application in the Google form at
http://bit.ly/FACO_membership
Below are the application questions so you may prepare your responses before submitting the online
form. Please direct any questions to: FireAdaptedCO@gmail.com
Please limit your responses to approximately 250 words per question.
1. Provide the contact information for the person(s) from your organization that would like
to participate in the FACO network. Include name, email and phone number.

2. Briefly describe your organization. Include your mission or purpose and any other
relevant details.
3. Describe your fire adapted communities work including your history/experience
sustaining local and regional partnerships, fire adaptation and mitigation programs,
and other relevant expertise.
4. Tell us about any new wildfire resilience initiatives you/your organization are
interested in pursuing.
5. Describe the communities you work with.
6. Share why you would like to be involved in FACO’s peer network. Describe what you’d like
to get, and what you plan to contribute.
7. Describe any specialized skills you might have to offer. For example, do you excel at social
media or web design? Do you have writing or presentation skills? Do you have statewide
connections that might benefit FACO? Is project planning and grant writing your passion?

By submitting this form online, I acknowledge that I have read and agree to the information contained in
this application and any associated FACO membership documents.

